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CHAPTER H

FRONT SUSPENSION DATA

S I Cars

Standing height

52 Cars

Camber angle
I Manual steerins

Lastor angle {  ^
I Power assisled steering

Toe-in
Pivot pin inclination

Standard car
Colonial car

Camber angle
Castor angle
Toe-in
Pivot pin inclination

Standard car
Colonial car

Vertical to I dcg. positive
I deg. negative
Zero
0 062 in.  (0.  I  57 cm.) 0.156 in.  (0 396 cm.)
4.rr deg. at zero camber angle
4 deg. at I deg. camber angle

0.600 in.  (1.524 cm.) 1.200 in.  (3 048 cm.)
1 100 in.  (2 '794 cm.) 1 700 in.  (4 '318 cn.)

Vertical to j de-e. positive
Zero
0.062 in.  (0.157 cm.) 0.125 in.  (0.318 cm.)
4,] deg. at zero camber angle
4 deg. at J dcg. camber angJe

0.800 in. (2.032 cm.) 1 400 in. (3 556 cm.)
1 300 in, (3.302 crn.) 1 900 in. (4 826 cm.)

SUSPENSION

SECTION HI _ FRONT SUSPENSION

Description and Operation
Tbe independent front wheel suspension systenr

consists of two upper and two lower triangle levers of
differing lengths, set at a trail ing angle. Coil springs
are mounted between the chassis lrame and thc
lower triangle levers (sce Fig. Hl for Sl cars and
Fig. H2 for 52 cars), to absorb shock caused by
varying road conditions.

The upper triangle levers are directly connected to,
and constitute the arms of, the double-acting hydraulic
shock dampers which damp the moyemcnt of thc coil
springs. The lower triangle levers are attaclted to
fulcrum brackets bolted to the underside of the front
frame crossmember.

The yokes carying the stub axles are mountcd
between the outer cnds of the upper and lower triangle
levers by means of threaded bearing bushes.

Provision is made for the adjustment of the castor
and camber angles where necessary.

Rubber bump stops are bolted to the underside of
the upper trianglc lcvcrs and also to the frame, to
cushion the effect of extrene travel of the upper and
lower triangle levcrs,

A transverse stabil iser bar is f itted in front of the
triangle levers and is secured to the frane on rubber
blocks, the outcr ends of the bar being connected to
the lower trianglc levcrs by means of steel l inks also
carried in rubber blocks.

On Sl cars, the suspension bearings are lubricated
under pressure from the'centraliscd chassis h.rbrication
system'. On 52 cars, the bearings are lubricated by
grease, no 'centralised chassis lubrication system'
being fitted.

Standing height

HI
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Standing Height
The standing height is tl'Le vertical height of point '2'

above point ' l '  (see Fig. H3) and must be checked
whenever a front coil spring is re-fitted.

When measuring the standing height the car must
be on a level surface with the tyres inflated to the
correct pressures. The car must also be in the unladen
condition, i.e. without the driver, passengers or
luggage but with five gallons of fuel in the tank.

To check the standing height, press down the front
of the car and gently release it; measure the heights of
points ' l '  and '2' from the ground on both sides ofthe
car. Subtract '1' from '2' for each side and record the
two results. Raise the front of the car by hand and
gently release it; again measure the heights of points
'l 'and'2'on both sides ofthe car. Subtract' l ' from
'2'for each side and note the two results.

Add together the two results obtained for the right-
hand side of the car and divide the total by two. The
average reading so obtained is the standing height
of the right{and front suspension. Repeat this
procedure to obtain the average reading for the
left-hand side.

Bentley 51, Eentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

The standing height should be within the limits
stated in the table and a variation of 0.025 in.
(0 635 mn.) should not be exceeded between the two
s ides.

With the car in the futly laden condition, points'l '
and '2' should be level, i.e. the lower triangle levers
horizontal.

Adjustment ofthe standing height is provided for by
the addition or removal of the steel washers fitted
between the rubber seat on the spritlg top spigot and
the flat end of the coil spring- No adjusting washers
are 6tted at the bottom of the coil spring as was the
case on previous cars.

The adjusting steel washers are 5.375 in. (13.652 crn.)
diameter by 0.100 in. (0.254 cm.) thick.

To increase the standing height, steel washers
must be added to the coil springs; to decrease the
standing height, steel washers must be removed from
them, The maximum number of steel washers
permissible on any one coil spring is seventeen, and
the minimum is two.

For the removal of the coil springs see 'Front Coil
Springs to remove'.
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FILLER PLUG
LUBRICATION HOSE

Fig. Hl Front suspension details - Sl cats
3. BRAKE FLUID HOSE
..  UPPER TRIANGLE LEVER

5. LOWER TRIANGIE
6. STAEILISER ROD
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Toe-in

To measure the toe-in, the car should stald on a
level surface with the front wheels set in the straight-
ahead position. The car should be roiled forward
not less than half a turn of the wheels and a first
measurement taken using a standard optical align-
ment gauge. Roll the cal forward a further half turn
of the front wheels and take a second measurement.
The true toe-in is the average of these two readings.
Rolling the car backrvard instead of forward rvill give
an incorrect reading.

To adjust the toe-in, remove the track rod outer ball
joint fron.r the side steering lever, slacken the pinch
bolt on the outer end of the track rod and screw in or
out as necessary. Should more than one turn be neces-
sary to obtain the desired adjustnent, the number of

turns nust be equally divided between both track rods.
Both track rods should be so adjusted to centralise
the steering wheel in the straight-ahead position.

Camber Angle

The camber angle (see Fig. H3) should be checked
w;th the car on a level surface in the unladen condi-
tion and the tyres inflated to the correct pressure.

Before measuring the camber angle of the front
wheels, the front of the car should be pushed down
and gently released. This will prevent friction in the
suspension l inkage holding the car in a rolled position.

The camber angle may be checked by using Dunlop
Tool No. CG.2 or any other suitable equipment.

a

Fig. H2 Front suspension details - 52 cars

I .  I ]PPER TR1ANGLE LEVER

2, BRAKE FLUID HOSE

3. LOWER TRIANGLE LEVER

4. STABILISER ROD
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Camber Angle - to adjust

51 cars
To adjust the camber angle, slacken the bolts at'2'

(see Fig. H4) and move the upper triangle levers in the
slots provided in the upper fulcrum pin blocks.

52 cars

Camber adjustment is by an eccentric upper fulcrum
pin bush fitted in the upper arm of the steering pivot
pin yoke as shown in Figure H5.

Adjustment is effected by unlocking the tab washer,
slackening the clamping bolt at the top ofthe yoke and
rotating the upper fulcrum pin bush. To obtain posi

tive camber, the eccentric bush should be turned
clockwise; for negative carnber the bush should be
rotated anti-clockwise. Having obtained lhe correct
camber angle, renew the tab washer, t ighten the
clamping bolt and lock the tab washer.

Bertley St, Bentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

Sl and 52 cars

If the camber angle is altered by the above adjust-
ment, the castor angle wil l also alter by approxi-
trately 0.4 of this alteration. lf the camber argle is
made more positive, the castor angle moves in the
same direction.

Castor Angle

Special tool required :

RH.197 - Castor Angle Checking Cauge

51 and 52 cars

Castor is the forward or backward angle of inclina-
tion of the pivot pin in relation to the vertical (see

Fig. H7).

To check the castor angle, the car should be set on
a level surface. The gauge (RH.l97) should be placed
on the chassis frame side member, lengthwise along
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Fig. H3 Front standing height

8. ANGLE OF PIVOT PIN INCIINAIIONA, CAI, IBER ANGLE

H4

C. LEYEL TINE OF CHAsSIS
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the member. A suitable point, accessible from under-
neath, is opposite the centre of the cruciform where
there is d space of approximately one and a half
inches between the car floor and the frame. Unlock
screw 'l' shown in Figure H6, set the spirit level to
zero and lock screw 'l '.

Remove the gauge and insert the long end as
illustrated in Figure H7 between the lower flat face of
the stub axle and the pivot pin housing of the yoke.

Unlock screw '2' (see Fig. H6) and move the pointer
to adjust the spirit level to zero. Read off the castor
angle from the scale, which is calibrated in halfdegrees
on the side of the gauge.

The castor angle is adjusted by releasing the bolts
'l '(see Fig. H4 for Sl cars and Fig. H5 for 52 cars)
and positioning the upper triangle arms on the front
shock damper shaft as necessary,

Should the castor angle be altered by the'above
adjustment, the wheel camber will also have altered.
lf the castor angle is made less negative, the wheel
camber is made more positive by approximately 0.4
of the castor angle.

Adjustment to either the castor or camber angle will
also alter the height of the side steering lever ball
nins and will thus affect the toe-in.

Geometric Correction of Ball Pin
Relat ive Height

Ball pins with necks of varying lengths are used
to adjust the steering geometry which is designed to
ensure that the alignment of the front wheels be
retained within the prescribed limits during the
vertical oscillations of the front suspension.

The correct length ball pin will have been fltted
initially and if renewal is necessary the same length
ball pin should be fitted. Renewal with the incorrect
length ball pin may cause an increase in car shake or
the steering to pull more during high speed driving
over uneven roads.

Castor and camber angles should be verified before
the adjustment is attempted.

Lock the centre steering levers jn the straight ahead
position by using the Special Tool as shown in
F.igure H8. Position the front wheels on turntables
which wjll permit lateral movement and so cope with
any alteration of the car track.

Place sumcient ballast onto the front of the car to
bring the front suspension into light contact with the
rubber bump stops.

Carefully position a jack under the front pan,
ensuring that the jack head cannot damage the

ta-

Fig, H4 Camber and castor adiustments - 31 cars
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Fig. H5 Camber and castor adjustments - 52 cars

steering power cylinder. Raise the jack head until
contact is just made with the front pan.

Remove one of the front wheel discs and unscrew
the three wheel nuts positioned at the lowest point of
the wheel. Screw on the three special nuts; these
nuts have left or right-hand threads for use on the
appropriate wheel studs. Fit the miror support
plate onto the extension nuts so that the mirror bar
is in the lowest position (see Fig. H9) and secure,
using three wheel nuts. The mirror can be mounted
on either of the front wheels.

Fit the telescope to the jacking bracket and adjust
both the mirror and the telescope until the measure-
ment marks are centralised. Note the reading on the
scale which is attached to the telescope. No further
adjustrnent should be made to the mlrror.

Raise the car approximately 3 in. (7 cm.) on the
jack and adjust the telescope to align with the marks
on the front mirror.

The toe-in for the one wheel is the difference
between the two readings and should be 0.031 in.
(0.078 cm.)-0.078 in. (0.198 cm.) for Sl cars and
0.031 in. (0.078 cm.)-0.062 in. (0.157 cm.) for 52 cars.

The toe-in should increase as the car is raised but if
the increase is not within the limits stated, or if there
is a decrease in toe-in, adjustment will be necessary.

Eent,ey Sl, Eent,ey 52 ond Bentley Continentql 52

The above procedure should be repeated on the
other side of the car.

It is often possible to correct small errors by
slackening the side steering lever bolts, pushing the
lever in the required direction and re-tightening the
bolts while holding the lever in position. If this
procedure fails to correct the error it will be necessary
to renew the ball pins.

To correct too much toe-in the track rod outer end
ball pins should be replaced by ball pins with increased
neck lengths of 0.100 in. (0'254 cm.) or 0'200 in.
(0.508 cm.) and using the appropriate lubricant seal.
The 0.100 in. (0'254 cm.) longer ball pin decreases the
toe-in by approximately 0'062 in. (0'157 cm.) while the
0.200 in. (0'508 cm.) longer ball pin decreases the toe-
in by approximately 0.110 in. (0.279 cm.).

To conect insuffi.cient toe-in, both centre steering
lever ball pins should be replaced by ball pins with
increased neck lengths of 0'100 in. (0'254 cm.) or
0.200 irl. (0.508 cn.) and using the appropriate
lubricant seals. Re-track the car.

On Sl cars the toe-in at the kerb standing height
should be 0.062 in. (0.157 cm.) to 0.156 in. (0.396 cm.)
and on 52 cars 0'062 in. (0'157 cm.) to 0 125 in. (0 318
cm.). If the castor angle is altered, the ball pin heights
will alter and consequently require re-checking.

Full details on changing the ball pins and the
Special Tool required are contained in Chapter N.

Note: If the slope on the underside of the
front pan to which the fulcrum brackets are
bolted is not 25 deg. 40 min. * 40 min. the
above procedure will not put the ball pin
heiehts correct on lock.

Fig. H6 Castor artgle checking gauge
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It is hardly likely that any variation will be en-
countered in this angle, unless the car has suffered a
front end collision. A reading less than the minimum
figure will increase car shake and a reading in excess
of the maximum will cause the steeling to pull nore
during high speed driving over unever roads.

Friction Height

52 Cars only

The friction height, which must not be confused
with the standing height, is a means of testing whether
excessive friction js present jn the front suspensiort.
The friction height check applies only to 52 cars, on
which there have been a few cases of harsh front
suspension.

To check the friction height, ensure that the car is
standing on a level surface, then press down the front
of the car as far as possible and release it gently.
Measure tl'le vertical height from the floor to the
underside of the front pan. Raise the front of the car
by hand and release gently. Again measure the
vertical height to the same point on the underside of
the front pan. The difference between the first (lesser)
measurement and the second (greater) measurement is
the friction height which should not exceed 0.900 in.
(22.860 nrm.).

NEGATIVE CASTOR

FRONT OF CAR

Fig. H8 Stee ng levers locking tool

If the friction height is over 0 900 in. (22.860 mm.)
or if undue eflort is required to press down or raise the
front of the car, this indicates that there is excessive
friction in tlre front suspension. Excessive friction is
caused by either lack of lubricant or incorrect align-
ment of the front suspension members. Before com-
mencing any adjustment to the front suspension,
ensure that the steering geometry is correct (see
previous text).

Excessive Friction - to correct

52 Cars

Lubricate the front suspension pivot points with
the approved lubricant. To facilitate the penetration
of lubricant to the threaded bearings, the front of the
car should be pressed down and then released con-
tinuously during the process of lubrication.

After lubricating the suspension, again check the
friction height; if it is still in excess of 0.900 in.
(22.860 mm.) the following procedure must be carried
out:

Special tool required:

Foot scales capable of weighing up to 10 stones.

Press down on alternate sides of the car to deter-
mine whether the friction is greater on one side than
the other. If the friction is approximately equal on
each side it will be necessary to correct both sides.

o
F

GAUGI IN
POSTTTON

,CASTOR ANGLE

Fig. H7 Castor angle
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second reading should not be more than 36 lb.
(16.308 kg.). If the difference is more than 36 lb.
(16 308 kg.) the following operations should be carried
out in order.

The friction should be measured after each of the
following operations until a figure is obtained not
exceeding 36 lb. (16 308 kg.). Ifthe friction is reduced
by any one of the operations it should be noticeable
by raising the suspension by hand.

l. Slacken the two + in. U.N.F. bolts securing the
shock damper to the chassis frame; then re-tighten
them.

2. Slacken the two bolts securing the shock damper
mounting plate to the chassis frame; then re-
tighten them.

3. Slacken all four bolts securing the shock damper,
then remove the two rear bolts, nuts and washers.
Tighten the two front ! in. U.N.F. bolts first and
then fit and tighten the two rear bolts. If the two
rear bolts cannot be positioned in the holes in the
mounting plate welded to the chassis frame, these
holes should be enlarged by filing to obtain correct
alignment.

The previous three operations are usually sumcient
to correct most cases of excessive friction in the front
suspension, but in extreme cases it may be necessary
to adopt the following operation.

Fig, H9 Front wheel, turntable, mirror and brackef

Position ajack under the front pan, taking care that
the jack head does not come into contact with the
steering power cylinder. Raise the car on thejack and
place supports under the chassis side members well
clear of the front suspension.

Remove the road wheel(s), detach the stabiliser rod
and remove the front coil spring (see appropriate
paragraphs). Re-fit the spring support plate and
tighten the four securing bolts to prevent distortjon
in the lower triangle levers when checking the friction.

Place a screw jack on to the weighing scales and add
sumcient wood packing under the scales to enable the
jack head to contact the brake drum (see Fig. Hl2).

Raise the suspension by means of the screw jack
and note the reading on the scales as the upper triangle
levers pass the horizontal position. Lower the sus-
pension by unscrewing the jack and again note the
reading as the upper triangle levers pass the hori-
zontal position. The difference between the first and

c
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Fig. H10 Car load€d with iack in position
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4. Unlock the tabs on the fulcrum bracket lockine
plates and slacken the four nurs and bolts securini
the fulcrum bracket to the front pan. Experimeni
by placing feeler gauges between the front pan and
either the front or rear faces ofthe fulcrum bracket
and tighteningthe bolts. A guide to which face ofthe
fulcrum bracket the feeler gauges should be inserted
may be obtained by examining the position of the
upper triangle levers on the shock damper shaft.
lf the levers are positioned more to the rear of lhe
car, the feeler gauges should be inserted between
the rear faces of the fulcrum bracket.

For each setting the suspension should be weiehed
until the friction figure does nor exceed 36 lb. ( l6:30g
kg.). When the friction figure is correct the feeler

Fig, Hl2 Fiont suspension friction - to measure _ 52 cars

gauges should be removed and correct packings fitted
as follows:

Part No.

uR.5325
uR.5326
uR.5327

Thickness

0.048 in. (1.219 mm.)
0'037 in. (0.939 mm.)
0.024 in. (0 609 mm.)

F

Fit new locking plates to the bolts securins the
fulcrum bracket to the chassis frame. Before tig-hten-
ing and locking these bolts, take up the clearance
in the bol t  holes by pushing the yoke ind of  rhe lower
triangle levers towards the rear of the car. Re-fit the
other components by reversing the procedure for
removal.

After any adjustments to the front suspension unit
it is advisable ro finally check the steering geometry.Flg. Hll Tetescop€ on brackct
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SECTION H2- FRONT HUBS

Front Hub Bearings - to renew

SI and 52 cars

Remove the wheel disc and hub cap and slacken the
wheel nuts; note that the wheel nuts on the right ofthe
car have right-hand threads and wheel nuts on the left
of the car have left-hand threads.

Firmly apply the handbrake ar\d carefully position a
jack under the front pan, ensuring that the jack

head cannot contact and so damage the power steering
cylinder as it is rai sed. Jack up the front of the car and .
place supports under the stabiliser rod chassis
rnountings. Prise off the dust covef by inserting a
screwdriver between the dust cover and the shallow
flange on the hub; the dust cover contains an earth

contact which must not be damaged. Remove the
wheel nuts and the wheel.

Unscrew the three countersunk headed screws
securing the brake drum and withdraw the drum.

Remove the split pin, the castellated nut and the
plain washer from the stub axle; it will be necessary to
break the sealing band before the split pin can be
removed. Note that the right-hand stub axle llas a
right-hand thread and the left-hand stub axle has a
left-hand thread. Withdraw the hub complete with
bearings, also the distance piece fron the stub axle.

With the hub removed, the opportudty should be
taken to examine the condition of the brake shoes
and also to examine the hydraulic wheel cylinders for
any signs of leaking.

Lift out the inner race and roller cage from the
outer bearing. Prise out the inner bearing grease
retainer using the three slots incorporated in the
retainer for extraction purposes. The grease retainers
have either right-hand or left-hand 'Acme' threads and
must be fitted to their respective sides; the grease
retainers are marked either'Off-side Right-hand' or
'Near-side Left-hand'. Remove the inner race and
roller cage from the inner bearing. Using a hardwood
drift, tap out the outer races of the two bearings.
Thoroughly clean the hub and all parts which are to
be re-fitted.

Press the new outer races into position in the hub
with the smaller end of the taper bore leading.
Lightly grease and nt the new inner races and rollers
in their respective positions. Pack the hub with
approxinately 2! oz. (70.875 gm.) of the approved
grease and re-fit the grease retainer, tapping it into
position with an aluminium drift.

Re-fit the distance piece ensuring that the chamfered
end of the bore enters onto the stub axle. Place the
hub assembly onto the stub axle and fit the plain
washer and castellated nut. Insert a 0.002 in. (0.005
cm.) feeler gauge between the outer bearing and the
plain washer. Tighten the nut whilst slowly rotating
the hub until resistance is felt; then remove the feeler
gauge. The continuous rotation of the hub is essential
in order to ensure that the taper rollers seat correctly

:
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Fig. H13 Front hub bearings

I .  CASTELLATEO NUT 5. DISTANCE PIECE

2. OUTER BEARING 6. GREASE RETAINER

3. STUS AXLE 7. INNER EEARING
,1. HUB 8. DUST COVER
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on the tracks of the inner and outer races. If the
rotation operation is omitted, the rollers may not be
correctly positioned, resulting in excessive play in the
bearings.

Fit a replacement sealing band over the nut and
split pin.

Re-fit thc brake drum, road wheel, dust cover, hub
cap and wheel disc, reversing the procedure for dis-
mantling. Lower the car from the supports.

Particular care should be exercised to prevent any
grease or oil coming into contact with the brake
lining while the hub is remoYed.

SECTION H3 _ STUB AXLES AND PIVOTS

Removing the Stub Axle from the Yoke

Position ajack under the lront pan, taking care that
the jack head does not contact the power steering
cylinder. Jack up the car and place supports under the
front lower triangle levers. Remove the front wheel,
brake drum and hub, see Section H2. Disconnect the
single hydraulic brake pipe on early Sl cars and the
dual brake pipes on late Sl and all 52 cars at the
union(s) mounted on the bracket fitted to the front
damper.

On all cars, turn down the tabs on the locking plate,
unscrew the setscrews and remove the side steering
lever from the stub axle. Turn down the tabs on the
locking plates, unscrew the six setscrews securing the
shoe carrier plate to the stub axle and remove the plate
with brake shoes attached. Discard all used lockins
plates.

Prise off the top cover and remove the pivot pin nut,
the tab washer and the plain washer. Remoye the four
setscrews arld plain washers securing the bottom
flange, then remove the flange together with the thrust
washer and packing plate. Due to the modification
to the steering levers on Sl cars, introducing a grease
lubricated ball joint, the lubrication hole in the lower
flange will be sealed off with a 0 250 in. (6 350 mm.)
di l rnerer steel  bal l  and a brass union.

On all cars, drive the pivot pin downwards using an
aluminium drift; should any dil iculty be encountered,
the pivot pin may be extracted by using Tool
RH.568. The base of the pivot pin is drj l led and
tapped l+ in. diameter Whitworth thread for extrac-
tion purposes. Remove the stub axle from the yoke
and discard the felt washers.

Collect all the parts and
before comnrencing assembly.

wash them thoroughly

'Jp

e
Fig. H14 Exploded view of stub axle

I .  LOCK WASHER
2. PIVOT PIN NUT
3, TOP COVER
.,  RESTRICTOR PIN
5. fELT WASHER
6. YOKE
7. RETAINER
8, FELT WASHER
9, PiVOT PIN

,0.  THRUST WASHER

II .  PLAIN WASHER
I2. BOTTOI. I  FLANGE SETSCREW
I3. BOTTOII  FLANGE
I4. PACKING PLATE
I5. OIL TUBE
I6. LOWER BEARING
I7, STUB AXLE
I8. DISIANCE WASHER
I9, UPPER BEARING
20. PLAIN WASHER
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Stub Axle Bearing Assembl ies -
to renew

Withdraw the inner race from the upper bearing and

remove the needle rollers from botl.r the upper and

lower bearings. Tap out the upper and lower outer

races with a suitable drift.

To fit the new bearings a press should be used. Press

in the upper bearing as an assenrbly and press in the

lower bearing outer race, ensuring that both the outer

races are pressed hard against the shoulders in the

stub axle.

Apply a thick coating of grease to the lower outer

race and position the 34 needle rollers.

Fit t ing the Stub Axle to the Yoke

Figure H14 shows an exploded view of the Sl stub

axle assembly and reference should be made to this

il lustration for the assembly of both Sl and 52 stub

axles as they are very similar.

Fit the upper felt sealing washer together v,/ith the
distance washer under the top bearing in the stub axle;
the stepped side of the distance washer uust fdce
towards the top.

Fit the lower retainer and felt washer into the recess
provided in the bottom of the yoke bore.

Fit the stub axle to the yoke ensuring that the felt
washers are not displaced. Enter the pivot pin into the
stub axle with the slot for the lock washer tab lacing
towards the cenlre l ine of the car and push the pivot
pin as far as possible by hand; care should bc taken
not to displace the needle rollers. Using an aluminium
drift, drive the pivot pin upwards unti l i t is hard
against the shoulder in the yoke.

On S1 cars fit the oil restricting prn to the top of the
pivot  p in.

On all cars fit the plain washer, the lock washer and
nut to the pivot pin and tighten the nut whilst con-
tinually checking the stub axle for freedom of move-
ment; do not lock the nut at this stage.

Eent/ey 51, Bentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

Lubricate the thrust washer and position it in the
lower flange. Lightly smear the packing plate and the
ffange with jointing compound and secure the plate

to the stub axle with the four setscrews and plain
washers.

Check the stub axle for freedom of movement and
for end float; the permissible end float is 0.007 in.
(0.178 mm.) to 0.017 in. (0.432 mm.). If the end float
is not within these limits it wil l be necessary to fit a
new thrust washer. The thickness of a new thrust
washer is 0.098-0'001 in. (2.489 0.025 mm.). Any
tightness or binding when moving the stub axle
from lock to lock may be relieved by a few sharp
blows on the lower flange with a hide mallet.

Ensure that the pivot pin nut is tight, turn up the
tabs on the lock washer and fit the top cover. On Sl
cars, smear a liberal amount ofjointing compound on
to the top cover and press the cover into position.

On 52 cars, there are four holes 0 125 in. (3.175 mrn.)
diameter by 0.100 in. (2.540 mm.) deep dril led in the
top diameter of the stub axle- Place the top cover in
position and with the aid of a centre punch and
hammer make four indentations in the top cover
opposite the four holes in the top of the stub axle.

Mount the side steering lever onto the stub axle
with tlre two setscrews and a new locking plate;
tighten and lock the setscrews.

Fit the brake shoe carrier plate assembly using new
locking plates, connect the brake hose(s) and bleed
both the flont and rear brakes (see Chapter G).

Fit the wheel and hub assembly, adjusting and
locking the bearings as previously described.

On Sl cars, check the oil flow to all points from the
'Central Lubrication System'.

On 52 cars, lubricate the stub axle assembly at the
grease points using the Tecalemit grease-gun, RH.709,
charged with Rocol Moly Spring Grease 204G or
its equivalent.
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SECTION H4 _ FRONT ROAD SPRINGS

';

,l

Special tool required:
RH.l95 - Front Spring Compressor

Descript ion
The front coil springs are fitted with packing

washers to suit the front axle weight and the terrain
over which the car will operate. The poundage rating
of the front springs is between 1650 tb. (747.450 kg.)
and 244O lb. (1105.32 kg.) at 9.s50 in. (24.257 cm.)
depending upon the model and the weight of the car.
Steel packing washers 5.375 in. (13.652 cm.) diameter
and 0'100 in. (2 540 mm.) thick are available, per-
mitting the effective poundage of the springs to be
adjusted with considerable accuracy to suit individual
requirements. These steel packing washers fit on the
top of the coil spring and each additional washer will
increase the poundage by 14 lb. (6 342 kg.). The
maximum permissible number of washers ntted to any
one coil spring is seventeen and the minimum is two.
The front springs are normally supplied with the
correct number of packing washers to suit individual
chassis.

It is advised that with any front suspension problem,
Retaiiers should contact the London Service Station,
Hythe Road, or the Crewe Service Station, Pym's
Lane.

Front Coil Spring - to remove
Apply the handbrake and jack up the car at the

centre of the front pan, using a suitable plate on the
jack head to spread the load; ensure that the plate
does not foul the power steering cylinder. Place
stands under the stabiliser rod chassis mountings and
remove the stabiliser rod link from the side concerned.

Place the compressing tool, RH.195, through the
coil spring until the hook on the top end of the tool
engages in an eye protruding from the front iross-
nember for this purpose. Compress the spring
sufficiently to enable the securing bolts and setscrcws
to be safely removed. On Sl cars, there are eight
bolts securing the coil spring lower seat to the lower
triangle levers and on 52 cars, two bolts and two
setscrews.

After removing the securing bolts, gradually
release the pressure on the compressing tool until the
coil spring tension is fully released, then detach the
tool lrom the eye on the crossrnember.

Care should be taken not to misplace the steel
packing washers fitted on top of the coil spring.

Front Coil Spring - to fit

The spring should be fitted by reversing the remova'l

procedure, noting that the top of the spring is ground

flat and the correct steel packing washers are used.

Before compressing the spring, place two long pieces of

rod through opposite holes in the spring lower seat

and lower triangle levers; these steel rods wil l act as
guides to aiign the remaining holes.

When the operation is completed and the jack

removed from under the chassis, the car should be

rocked from side to side to allow the spring to settle

into position.

A check should be carried out of the standing height

and steering geometry on completion ofthis operation,

referring to'Front Suspension' for specifications and

methods of adj ustment.

F
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Fig. H15 Front spring compressing tool in position
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S€CTION H5-UPPER AND LOWER TRIANGLE LEVERS AND STUB AXLE YOKES_SI CARS

Lower Triangle Leyers, Fulcrum
Brackets and Lov/er Bearing
Blocks -  to remoye

Remove the front coil spring as previously
described. Disconnect the oil l ine union on the ful-
crum bracket and the oil line union on the top of the
idler cross beam pin; remove the pin from the fulcrum
bracket and the frame bracket eyes. Support the
idler cross beam to prevent dropping and possible
damage to the rubber seals on the ball joints.

Remove the remaining two bolts securing the yoke
lower bearing blocks to the lower triangle levers.
The bearing blocks can be scrcwcd off the lower yoke
fulcrum pin when the triangle levers are removed.

Bend the tabs on the locking plates and remove the
four bolts and nuts securing the fulcrum bracket to
the front chassis member. Remove the four bolts
securing the bearing blocks to the lower triangle
levers, then unscrew tlte bearing blocks from the
fulcrun'r bracket.

The right and left-hand fulcrum brackets are
interchangeable, as are the right and left-hand
triangle levers. The front and rear triangle levers are
not interchangeable owing to the rear lever edges
being recessed to prevent the track rod inner balt
joints fouling when on full lock.

The front and rear fulcrum bracket bearing blocks
are interchangeable, as are the lower yoke bearing
blocks.

ln
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Fig. Hl6 Triangle lev€rs, fulcrum bush€s lnd bearing blocks - 51 cars
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New rubber sealing rings (see'Stub Axle Yokes'),
must always be used when the bearing blocks have
been removed,

Lower Triangle Levers, Fulcrum
Brackets and Lolver Bearing
Blocks - to fit

Fit new rubber sealing rings against the shoulders
of the threaded ends of the fulcrum bracket and on
both sides of the lower yoke fulcrum pin. Lubricate
the lower yoke bearing blocks with a few drops ol oil
and screw the blocks onto the yoke lower fulcrum pin
just suficiently to compress the rubber sealing rings
and in a position for connecting the lower triangle
levers.

The lower triangle levers should be assembled on the
bench before attaching to the lower yoke bearing
blocks. Clamp the fulcrun bracket horizontally in a
vice, being careful not to damage the lubrication
fitting. Lubricate the bearing blocks with a few drops
of oil and screw them onto the fulcrum bracket
just sufficiently to compress the rubber sealing rings.
It wil l be noted that the start of the thrcads on the
fulcrum bracket are opposed at 180 deg. Attach the
lower triangle levers to the fulcrum bracket bearing
blocks and tighten the two retaining bolts on each
bearing block.

Connect the lolver triangle levers to the lower yoke
bearing blocks and fit the two larger bolts; do not
fully t ighten these bolts unti l the front coil spring and
lower spring seat have been fitted and the holes l ined
up. Mount the fuicrum bracket on the chassis front
member using new locking plates on the four securing
bolts. Before tightening and lockjng these bolts, push
the yoke end of the lower triangle levers towards the
rear of the car to take up the clearance in the bolt
holes.

Fit the front coil spring and the lower spring seat as
previously described and while the spring is com-
pressed, fully t ighten the bolts securing the lower
yoke bearing blocks to the lower triangle levers.

Fit the cross beam idler and tishten the nut on the

Upper Triangle Levers and Upper
Bearing Blocks - to remove

Assuming the front coil spring has been removed,
proceed as follows to remove the upper triangle levers
and bearing blocks.

Before removing the upper triangle levers, scribe
marks on t)re damper shaft or measure from the end
of the damper shaft to the position which the upper
triangle levers occupy on the shaft; this wilt enable the
upper triangle levers to be re-fitted in exactly the same
position. Bend the tabs on the locking plates and
release the four bolts securing the triangle levers
to the danper shaft.

Remove the two nuts and washers securing the
upper bearing blocks to the fulcrum pin and then
slide the upper triangle levers from the damper shaft
and the upper fulcrum pin. Each ofthe upper bearing
blocks are secured to the upper triangle levers by two
bolts locked with a locking plate.

Upper Triangle Levers and Upper
Bearing Blocks - to fit

The litt ing procedure is the reversal of that used for
the removal, noting that new rubber sealing rings
(see 'Stub Axle Yoke'), should be fitted on both sides
ofthe fulcrum pin. New locking plates should be used
on the bolts securing the upper bearing blocks to the
upper triangle levers and on the bolts securing the
upper triangle levers and clamps to the damper shaft.

prn.

Reconnect rhe oil l ine unions on the fulcrum
brackets and the cross beam ra.r'o- 
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Fis H17 Front vie' srowing lower fulcrum pins in

lubr icat ion f low, A. LEFI-HAND yoKE B. RIGHT-HAND yoKE r.  srARr oF THREAD
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Fulcrum Pins and Bushes to renew

To renew the upper yoke fulcrum pin it is necessary
to remove the upper triangle levers and bearing blocks
as described in the previous text. The upper yoke
fulcrum pin can be quite easily removed by un-
screwing i t  f rom the bushed 1ok<.

If either the lower fulcrum pin or the upper yoke
bush require renewing it will be necessary to remove
the yoke and stub axle as an assembly.

Assuming that the front coil spring has been
removed the procedure is as follows.

Remove the road wheel and disconnect the brake
hoses at the unions on the front shock damper.
Disconnect the lubrication hose from the top of the
yoke and remove the side steering lever from the stub
axle. Remove the upper triangle levers and upper
bearing blocks and unscrew the upper yoke fulcrum
pin. Unscrew and remove the bolts securing the lower
yoke bearing blocks to the lower triangle levers and
remove the yoke and stub axle assembly. Unscrew
the lower yoke bearing blocks from the fulcrum pin.

A press nust be used to remove and re-flt both the
upper yoke fulcrum bush and the lower yoke fulcrum
pin.

When fitting a new upper yoke fulcrum bush to the
yoke, the bush should be pressed in position with the
oil hole in the bush in l ine with the holes in the top of
the yoke.

To fit a new lower yoke fulcrum pin, press the pin in
from the rear of the yoke with the thread start as
shown in Figrire Hl7. This is necessary for the conect
rnounting of the bearing blocks and to ensure that the
rubber sealing rings between the yoke and the bearing
blocks are equally compressed.

Having correctly pressed the new parts into position,
the yoke and stub axle assenbly should be re-fitted by
reversing the removal procedure.

Bleed the brakes (see Chapter G) and finally
check and correct the steering geometry to the
specifications given in'Flont Suspension Data'.

Stub Axle Yoke -  hol low type

On early Sl cars, hollow stub axle yokes are fitted
and lubricant enters the top of the yoke through a
flexible pipe. The lubricant is then fed to the pivot pin

Eentley Sl, Eentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

bearings and outer yoke fulcrum bearings through
drillings in the pivot pin and yoke.

The inner fulcrum bearings are fed through a drilled
lower fulcrum bracket which is supplied with Iubricant
by a pipe fed from a distribution block on the inside
of the frame behind the front crossmember.

Rubber seals are fitted between the fulcrum points
and the bearing blocks. These seals are fltted with a
retaining ring to assist in preventing the escape of
lubricant and the ingress of dirt and water.

It is important that under no circumstances should a
seal without a retaining ring be fitted to cars with
hollow stub axle yokes.

The part numbers of the seals with retaining rings
are as follows:

ln

uR.4000
uR.4001

uR.4002
uR.4003

Stub Axle Yoke - solid type

On late Sl cars, solid stub axle yokes are fitted and
an external pipe is provided through which lubricant
is fed to the upper and lower fulcrum pins and the
piYot pin.

The amount of lubricant fed to the bearings is
controlled by restrictors which are fitted in the top and
bottom of the yokes and in the bearing brackets.

Rubber seals are litted between the fulcrum points
and bearing blocks to prevent the escape of lubricant
and the ingress of dirt and water; unlike the seals
fitted to the hollow stub axle yokes, no retaining rings
are fitted to these seals.

It js jmportant that under no circumstances should a
seal with a retaining ring be fitted to cars with solid
stub axie yokes.

The part numbers of seals without retaining rings
are as follows:

uR.3425 uP..3426

Stub Axle Yoke - to renew
Remove the stub axle assembly from the yoke

(see 'Stub Axles and Pivots'). Disconnect the
lubrication hose from the top of the yoke and remove
the upper triangle levers and the upper and lower
bearing blocks. Remove the stub axle yoke and
unscrew the upper fulcrum pin.

k
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There are four types of stub axle yokes in service:

(i) Solid type with I deg. castor angle for power
assisted steering.

(ii) Solid type with ] deg. to I deg. castor angle for
manual steering,

(ii i) Hollow type with I deg. castor angle for power
assisted steering.

(iv) Hollow type with + deg. to I deg. castor angle
for manual steering.

When it is necessary to renew a stub axle yoke, a
solid type (i) as for power assisted steering must be
fitted owing to the other types now being out of
production.

The yoke and stub axle assembly should be fitted by
reversing the removal procedure and using the
appropriate rubber sealing rings on the fulcrum pins.

After fitting the upper triangle levers, bearing
blocks and stub axle assembly, bleed the brakes and
finally check and correct the steering geometry to the
specificatjons given in'Front Suspension Data'.

SECTION H6_UPPER AND LOWER TRIANGLE LEVERS AND STUB AXLE YOKES-52 CARS

J
f

Lower Tr iangle Levers and Fulcrum
Brackets - to remove

Remove the front coil spring as previously described
and remove the idler lever pin from the fulcrum
bracket. Support the idler cross beam to prevent it
dropping and causing possible damage to the grease
seals on the ball joints.

Unscrew and remove the four threaded bushes
securing the lower triangle levers to the fulcrum
bracket and the lower yoke fulcrum pin. Withdraw
the lower triangle levers from the fulcrum bracket and
the lower yoke fulcrum pin and discard the rubber
seals,

The fulcrunr bracket is removed by bending the
tabs on the locking plates and unscrewing the four
securing bolts. In some cases it has been necessary to
fit distance pieces between the fulcrum bracket and the
chassis frame to correct the alignment of the front
suspension; note under which faces of the fulcrum
bracket these distance pieces are fitted so that they
may be re-fitted in rhe same position.

It should be noted that the four lower triangle
levers are interchangeable as are the fulcrum brackets,

Lower Tr iangle Levers and Fulcrum
Brackets - to fit

Position new locking plates onto the fulcrum
bracket securing bolts and mount the fulcrum bracket
to the cl.rassis frame not forgetting the distance pieces
if previously fitted; do not tighten the securing bolts
at this staee.

Fit new rubber sealing rings against the shoulders
of the threaded ends of the fulcrum bracket and on
both sides of the lower yoke fulcrum pin. Fit the
Iower triangle levers in position on the fulcrum bracket
and the lower yoke fulcrum pin. Lubricate the four
threaded bushes with the approved lubricant and then
screw them on to the fulcrum pivots noting that the
longer bearing bush should be fitted on the rear of
the lower yoke fulcrum pin. When the four threaded
bushes are in position they should be tightened to a
torque loading of 250 lb.ft. (34.5 kg.m.).

Before tightening and locking the fulcrum bracket
securing bolts take up the clearance in the bolt holes
by pushing the yoke end of the lower tdangle levers
towards the rear of the car.

Fit the front coil spring and the lower spring seat.

Fit the cross beam idler and tighten the securing nut.

Upper Triangle Levers, Upper Fulcrum
Pin and Upper Yoke Bearing
Bush - to remove

Assuming the front coil spring has been removed,
proceed as follows to remove the upper triangle levers.

Unscrew the large cap nut on the upper fulcrum pin
and then unscrew and remove the upper fulcrum pin.
Note that both the front and rear upper triangle levers
as well as the upper yoke bearing bush are tapped
with the same thread as the upper fulcrum pin.
Discard the rubber seals.

o
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Before removing the upper triangle lever assembly,
scribe marks on the damper shaft or measure from the
ends of the damper shaft to the position which the
upper triangle levers occupy on the shaft; this will
enable the upper triangle levers to be re-fitted in
exactly the same position. Bend the tabs on the
locking plates, unscrew and remove the four setscrews
and two caps securing the upper triangle levers to the
damper shaft.

Each pair of upper triangle levers are inter-
changeable.

Before remoying the upper yoke bearing bush, note
the position of the tapped hole which is eccentric to
the centre ofthe bearing bush so that it can be re-fitted

Bentley Sl, Bentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

in the same position, Bend the tabs on the locking
washer and unscrew the clamping setscrew at the top
o1l the yoke. Remove the retaining circlip from the
rear ofthe bearing bush; the bushcannowbe removed
from jts locating bore.

Upper Triangle Levers, Upper Fulcrum
Pin and Upper Yoke Bearing
Bush - to fit

The upper yoke bearing bush is fitted by reversing
the procedure for removal noting that the bush is
entered from tlre front of the yoke and a new locking
plate should be used on the clamping setscrew.

F
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Fig. Hl8 Triangle levers, fulcrum brack€t and fulcrum pin - 52 cars
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Lubricate the upper fulcrum pin with the approved
lubricant and screw the fulcrum pin into the rear
upper triangle lever unti l the end of the fulcrum pin
protrudes about i ir in. (1 924 mm.) above the inner
face of the rear upper triangle lever; this is necessary
for the equal compressior.l of the rubber seals and for
the central positioning of t lre yoke assembly betwecn
the jnner faces of the upper triangle levers. Place a
new rubber seal onto the upper fulcrum pin and
position the upper triangle ievers on the yoke assenbly
and continue to screw the upper fulcrum pin tlrrough
the upper yoke bearing bush. Fit a new rubbcr seal
on the upper fulcrum pin between the inner face of
the front upper triangle lever and the front face of
the upper yoke bearing bush. Screw the upper
fulcrum pin into the front upper triangle lever but do
not fu l ly  t ighten the upper fu lcrum pin.

Position the upper triangle levers on the damper
shaft as described in the removal procedure and fit
the two caps, new locking plates and four setscrews
which secure the upper triangle levers to the danrper
shaft. Tighten and lock the four setscrews.

Torque load the head of the uppcr fulcrum pin to
200 lb.ft. (2'7.6 kg.m.). Fit the large cap nut to the
front of the upper fulcrum pin and torque load the
nut to 250 lb.ft. (34.5 kg.m.).

Re-fit thc front coil spring as previously described.

Lower Fulcrum Pin - to renew

To renew the lower fulcrum pin the yoke may be
removed with the hub and stub axle asscmblcd and
taken to a press for  th is operal ion.

Assuming that the front coil spring has been
removed the procedure is as follows.

Remove the road wheel and disconnect the bfake
hoses at the unions on the plate mounted on the fuont
damper. Remove the side steering lever from the stub
axle.

Remove the lower triangle Jevers and upper fulcrurr
pin as described in tlre pravious text; note that it is not
necessary to rcmove the upper triangle levers from the
front damper shaft or to remove the upper yoke
bearing bush. The yoke and stub axle asscmbly can
now be removed.

Fig. H19 Rear view showing lower fulcrum pins in position

A. LEFT-HAND YOKE B. RIGHT-HAND YOKE I .  START OF THREAO

To remove the lower fulcrum pin from the lefthand
yoke, pressure should be applied at the rear face of the
fulcrum pin. For removal of the lower fulcrum pin

from the right-hand yoke, pressure should be applied
on the front face of the lower fulcrum pin.

The new lower fulcrum pin should be pressed into
its respective bore by reversing the removal procedure

and noting the position of the flats and the start of the
thread as this is y€ry important (see Fig. H19) showing
rhe lo$er fu lcrum pins in posi t ion.

Having correctly pressed thc new fulcrum pin into
position, the yoke and stub axle assembly should be
re-fitted by reversing the removal procedure and using
new rubber seals on the upper and lower fulcrum pins.

Bleed the brakes (see Chapter G) and finally

check and correct the steering geometry to the
specifications given in 'Ffont Suspension Data'.

Stub Axle Yoke - to renew

If i t is necessary to renew the stub axle yoke, remove

the stub axle from the yoke (see 'Stub Axles and

Pivots') and then proceed in a similar manner to
that described in the previous text for the renewal

of the lower fulcrum pin. lt wil l also be necessary to
remove the upper yoke fulcrum bush from the yoke,

The new yoke should be fitted by reversing the
procedure for the removal.

,.t
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Front Stabi l iser Rod

A transverse stabil iser lod is positioned at the front
of thc chassis frame and cushions the effect ofextreme
travel of t l le upper arrd lower triangle levers.

The stabil iser rod is mounted on tl.rree rubbcr blocks

Eentley Sl, Eentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

and these blocks are fastened to the c)rassis frame by
three steel brackets. The outer ends of the stabil iscr
rod are connected to thc lower spring seat by steel

I inks carr ied in rubber bushes. No at tent ion is

necessary except to check that all securing bolts and
nuts are tight.

SECTION H7 -  REAR SUSPENSION

Descript ion
The rear suspension consists of semi-ell iptic leaf

springs suspended inside the chassis frame. Double-
acting controllable shock dampers are mounted to the
chassis frame and the shock damper operating
anrs are connected to the rear axle housings to
dampen the spring action on both deflection and
rebound. A solenoid is f itted to each ofthe rear shock
dampers so that when the switch on the steering
column is operated a harder'ride'is obtained.

A feature of the rear suspension is the use of
'Silentbloc' bushes which minimises road noise and
requires no lubrication. A 'Z' bar mounted on
'Silentbloc' bushes is f itted to the right-hand side of
the chassis frame on all crrs except Phantom V, no
'Z' bar being fitted to these cars. The 'Z' bar is
connected to the right-hand side of the rear axle
housing and controls the torque and braking reactions.

Rear Standing Height

The rear standing height is measured between
the intersection of the centre i ine of the bump stop
mounting bracket with the chassis frame side member
and the rear axle housing (see 'A' Fig. H20). The
dimension 'A' Figure H20 should be checked with the

Fig. H20 Rear standing height

car in the unladen condition. that is with no pas-

sengers or luggage, but with five gallons of fucl in the

tank. For each gallon over five,0 025 in. (0 0635 cm.)

should be subtracted and for each gallon under fivc.

0.025 in. (0'0635 cm.) should be added to the rear

standing height. The permitted variation in the rear

standing height lor side to side should not be more

than 0.375 in.  (09525 cm.).

In tlre event of a car being jacked up for arly length

of t ime so that the rear springs are allowed to hang,

do not check the standing height unti l the car has been

driven on the road approximately thirty miles other-

wise an jncorrect reading wil l be obtained.

c|.

th

-

st caRs REAR STANDING HEIGHT TOLERANCE

Standard car 6 000 in. (15 240 cm.) I 0'600 in. (1 524 cm.)
- 0'100 in. (0'762 cm.,

Colonialc:rr 6 500 in. (16.510 cn1.) + 0 600 in. (1 524 cm.)
0 300 in. (0 762 cm.)

s2 CARS

Standard car
Colonial car

6 q00 in.  (17 526 cm.) .f  0 600 in. (1.524 cm.)
- 0 300 in. (0 762 cm.)

Phantom V 7 300 in. (18 542 cm.) i  0 600 in. ( l '524 cm.)
-- 0 300 in. (0 762 cm.)
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The'Z' Bar - descript ion
The'Z' bar is f itted to all cars except Phantom V

and is positioned between the right-hand chassis frame
side member and the right-hand rear axle housing.
The 'Z'bar controls the torque and braking reactions.

On Sl cars each end of the 'Z' bar ts supported in
two bushes, one 'Harrisflex' and one 'Silentbloc' and
no lubrication is required at these points.

A modification to tl le'Z' bar was introduced on
Bentley Continental Sl cars to improve the directional
stabil ity, particularJy on curving and undulatjng roads.
This modification consists of cutting the 'Z' bar one
inch inboard of the outer 'Silentbloc' bush on the rear
axle and discarding the inner bush. Care should be
taken not to damage adjacent parts when cutting the
'Z' bar. Alter cutting the 'Z' bar, f i le the end of the
bar smooth, round the edges and finally paint with

Fis. H21

air drying black enamel. After this modification the
'Z' bar will act purely as a rear axle torque arm and
give no anti-roll action thus inducing an increase in
undeIsteer.

On 52 cars each end of the 'Z' bar is supported in
one'Silentbloc' bush (see Fig. H22) and no lubrication
is required at these points.

'Z' Bar Bushes - to renev/
Special tool required:

RH.196 - Rear Spring Compressing Tool

On all cars it will be necessary to remove the 'Z' bar
for the renewal of the bushes. Jack up the car and
place suitable stands under the tubular crossmember
at the rear of the chassis frame so that the rear wheels
are clear of the ground. Remove the rear wheels.

Rear spring shackles, 'U' bolts and 'Z' bar - 51 cars
REAR SHACKLE
,HARRISFLEX'gUSH

.SILENTBLOC'BUSH

SHORT'U'8O!T

LONG'U'BOLT
.Z'BAR

5.
5.

3.
't.

o
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Fig. H22 Rear spring, 'U'bolts and 'Z' bar 52 cars

Before fitting the spring compressing tool, place pack-
ing materjal over the spring gaiters at the pojnts where
the legs of the compressing tool will clamp, to prevent
damage to the gai ters.  Fi t  the spr ing compressing
tool and compress the spring until there is sufficient
pressure to prevent the spring flying apart when the
'U'bolts are released and proceed as follows for the
respective cars.

SI cars
Unscrew the two nuts and remove the bolts,

washers and cap securing the inner end of the 'Z' bar
to the rear axle housing. Remove and discard the
four split pins from the 'U' bolts. Progressively
slacken the four nuts securing the rear spring bottom
plate and remove the two nuts and washers from the
'U' bolt which secures the 'Silentbloc' bush : remove
the'U' bolt. On early 51 cars a split steel sleeve was
fitted around the 'Silentbloc' bush to prevent collapse
of the bush when tightening up the 'U' bolt. This
sleeve was dispensed with on later Sl cars and a
'Silentbloc' bush with a thicker outer section was
fitted. This 'Silentbloc' bush should be used on all
51 cars without the sleeve whenever bush renewal
is necessary.

Unscrew and remove the four nuts, bolts, washers
and two caps securinglhe'Z' bar to the chassis frame.
The 'Z' bar can now be removed.

The outer 'Harrisflex' bushes can easily be prised
off the'Z' bar using a screwdriver. The 'Silentbloc'
bushes are an interference fit on the 'Z' bar and should
be removed with the aid of a press.

When pressing 'Silentbloc' bushes onto the'Z' bar,

Eentley Sl, Bentley 52 ond Bentley Continento, 52

care should be taken only to exert pressure on the
inner sleeve of the bush.

The 'Silentbloc' bush which is to be fitted on the
rear or longer arm of the 'Z' bar should be pressed
onto the bar until the inner sleeve is approximately
8 500 in. (21'590 cm.) from the end of the arm. The
bush on the frort or shorter arm of the bar should be
pressed on until the inner sleeve is approximately
6 690 in. (16.9 cm.) from the end ofthe arm.

When the 'Silentbloc' busJres are correctly
positioned the 'Harrisflex' bushes may be slipped on
the outer ends of the arms, using a little Lanoline to
assist assembly.

Fit the'Z' bar to the chassis frame and rear housing
by reversing the removal procedure but do not fully
tighten the'U' bolt nuts or the nuts and bolts securing
the front mountings. Ensure that the 'Silentbloc'
bushes are able to move in their mountings. Remove
the sprjng compressing tool and lower the car to the
ground. Progressively tighten the four nuts on the 'U'
bolts and finally lock the nuts using new split pins.
Fully tighten the nuts and bolts securing the front
mounting to the chassis frame.

52 cars

Remove and discard the four split pins locking the
nuts to the 'U' bolts. Progressively slacken the four
nuts secudng the rear spring bottom plate and remove
the two nuts and washers from the 'U' bolt which
secures the 'Silentbloc' bush: remove this 'U' bolt.
Unscrew and remove the two nuts, bolts and cap
securing the front 'Silentbloc' bush to the chassis
frame. The'Z'bar can now be removed.

The 'Silentbloc' bushes are an interference fit on the
'Z' bar and should be removed with the aid of a press-

Wlren pressing 'Silentbloc' bushes onto lhe'Z'bar,
care should be taken only to exert pressure on the
inner sleeve of the bush.

The 'Silentbloc' bush with the smaller outside
diameter should be pressed onto the front or shorter
arm of the bar until the inner sleeve is approximately
0.250 in. (6 350 mm.) from the end of the bar. The
'Silentbloc' bush with the larger outside diameter
should be pressed onto the rear or longer arm of the
bar until the inner sleeve is approximately 0.375 in.
(9.525 mm.) from the end of the bar.
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When the'Silentbloc' bushes are correctly positioned,
fit fie 'Z' bar to its mountings but do not fully
tighten the 'U' bolt nuts or the nuts and bolts securing
the front mountings. Ensure that the 'Silentbloc'
bushes can move in their mountings. Remove the

spring conpressing tool and lower the car to the
ground. Progressively tighten the four nuts on the
'U' bolts and finally lock the nuts using new split pins.
Fully tighten the nuts and bolts securing the front
mounting to the chassis frame.

J
f

C
a

Description

The rear springs are semi-ell iptic and are suspended
inside the chassis fraure on 'Silentbloc' bushes. Each
spring contains nine leaves which are grooved and
secured together with four riveted clips to ensurc
correct alignment. The leavcs are positioncd by
indentations pressed ilto tlre centre of each leaf whicll
Iocate with a raised pip in the centre of each mating
leaf. An indentation pressed in the main leaf registers
with a raised pip on the rear axle housing spring
saddle lor rear spring location.

'Neoprene' or interleaving pads are glued to the
tapped ends of the four leaves below the main leaf to
prevent metal-to-metal contact at these pojnts.
'Bescropene' No. 1400 adhesive is used for this
purpose and the makers' instructions must be closely
followed for satisfactory results.

On init ial assembly, these springs are provided with
lubricant and no further attention is required for
50,000 miles unless the springs are dismantled.
Two leather gaitels on each spring retain the lubricant
and exclude dust and moisture.

It wil l be noted that the front eye of the main leaf
is welded at the joint. This is to eliminate any possi-
bil i ty of the eye 'uncurling' and allowing the large
bushes to become slack in the eye at t lr is important
polnt.

Rear Road Springs - to remove
Special tool required:

RH,196 - Rcar Spring Compressing Tool

Place the car on a level surface, jack up the car unti l
the rear wheels are clear of the ground and then
place stands under the tubular member at the rcar of
the chassis frarne.

SECTION H8 -  REAR ROAD SPRINGS

Remove the split pin from the rear damper shackle
and disconnect the shackle. Before fitt ing the spring
compressing tool f it packing material over the spring
gaiters where the legs of the conpressing tool wil l
clamp to prevent damage to the gaiters,

Fit the compressing tool in position as shown in
Figure H23 and conpress the spring sull iciently to
prevent the spring flying apart as the 'U' bolts are
released. Remove the split pin from the'U'bolts and
progressively slacken the four nuts retaining the
spring bottom plate. The plate cannot be removed
until the spring has been removed and the com-
pressing tool released. After releasing the four nuts
on the 'U' bolts,jack up the rear axle unti l clear ofthe
sprjng.

Bcnd the tabs on the rear shackle locking plate and
lemove thc nuts frol.r the rear shackle bolts. Spread
thc spring sufficiently with the compressing tool to
enable the rear shackle bolts to be Dressed out without

H 2-l

Fig. H23 Rear spring compressing tool in position
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damaging the threads. Support the spring by hand
during this operation. Remove the four setscrews
and washers securing the front anchorage assembly
to the chassis frame and remove the assemblv with
the spring.

ljnscrew and remove the front shackle bolt from the
lront eye and the anchorage bracket. Before removing
the compressing tool, a clamp should be placed around
the centre of the spdng to prevent the leaves from
separatmg.

Special tool required:
RH.344 - Extractor 'Silentbloc' Bush

To remove the 'Silentbloc' bushes from the spring
eyes for renewal purposes it will be necessary to use a
press. The shoulders of the front 'Silentbloc' bushes
are pressed against the spring eyes and at the moment
no tool is available for their removal. A suggested
method of removal is to cut a screw thread on the
inside of one of the front bushes for a distance of
approximately one inch. Screw a suitable bolt into the
bush and press from the opposite side until the bush is
removed from the spring eye. The other bush may
then be pressed out with a suitable mandrel.

When pressing in new 'Silentbloc' bushes care
should be taken to apply pressure on the outer sleeve
only and not to the inner sleeve or rubber core.

Bentley 51, Bentley 52 qnd Bentley Continentol 52

The new front 'Silentbloc' bush should be pressed
into the spring eye until the shoulders of the bush
contact the sides of the spring eye. The pressure
required for this operation will be between 1400 lb.
(634.2 kg.) and 2500 lb. (1132.5 kg.).

The 'Silentbloc' bush fitted in the rear spring eye
may be removed by pressing through from either side
using a suitable mandrel.

The new 'Silentbloc' bush should be pressed into
the rear spring eye until the bush is approximately
0.156 in. (3.964 mm.) proud on both sides of the
spring eye, The pressure required for this operation
will be between 500 lb. (226 5 kg.) and 1000 lb.
(453 0 kg.).

The rear fixed shackle brackets are also fitted with
'Silentbloc' bushes and extractor RH.344 must be
used to extract or re-fit these bushes as a pressure of
approximately eight tons is required.

Care must be taken to allow no oil or grease to
come into contact with the 'Silentbloc' bushes as
this would have a detrimental effect on the rubber.

Rear Road Springs - to fit
If both rear springs have been removed, the right-

hand spring must be fitted fust. The 'Z' bar mounted

It
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Fig, H24 Rear rrle aljglment

I .  CENTRE OF IDTER IEVER PIVOT TO CENTRE OF 'U'  BOLT

2. CENTRE OF OPERATING LEVER PIVOT TO CENTRE OF 'U'  BOLT

3. THESE DIMENSIONS TO BE EQUAL

H24
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to the chassis frame and rear axle housing wil l enable
this spring to l ind its correct position in relation to

the front spring anchorage. It wil l be noticed that the

four holes in the front anchorage bracket are elongated

for alignment purposes.

Fit the front anchorage bracket onto the spring
and insert the front shackle bolt. Screw the nut onto
this bolt but do not t ighten it.

With the spring compressor and bottom spring
plate in position, mount the front anchorage assembly
to the chassis frame with the four setscrews and
washers; do not t ighten these setscrews on the front
shackle bolt. Spread the spring with tl le aid ol the
compressor and flt the rear shackle bolts, plates and
new locking plate. To aid the assenbly of t lre rear
shackle bolts a snrall amount of Lanoline nray be
uscd. Screw the nuts or'rto the rear shackle bolts but
, l^  

-^r  
r idhr.n rh--

Lower lhe rear axle onto the rear spr ing ensur ing
that the locating spigot on the rear axle housing
enters the indentation in the centre of the main spring
leaf. Fit the 'U' bolts over the rear axle housing and
the'Z'bar mount ing,  and through the bottom spr ing
plate. Fit the four nuts and washers on the'U' bolts
and progressively tighten the nuts unti l the'Z' bar

mounting can only just be moved on the rear axle
housing.

Fully t ighten the four setscrews securing the front
anchorage bracket.

It is essential that the shackle boits are not fully

tightened unti l the supports lrave been removed and

the car is on the floor in its free standing condition.

The procedure for f itt ing thc lelt-hand spring is

similar to that used for the right-hand spring, the
position of the front anchorage bracket being deter-

mined by measuremcnt. with the 'U' bolts t ightened

in position, a measurement should be taken from the

inner 'U'bol t  on the r ight-hand sidc to the pivot  p in

of the rightJrand front idler levcr as shown in Figure

H24. A similar measurement should be taken on the
left-hand side and this measurenlent should corre-
spond with that for the right-hand side for correct

alignment; the four setscrews securing the front

anchorage bracket should be tiglrtcncd.

Connect the rear damper slrackle and lock the nuts
using new spl i t  p ins.  Remove the spr ing comprcssor,
fit the rear road wheels and lower the car to the
ground. Fully t ighten thc nuts on the'U' bolts and
then lock the nuts using new split pins. Fully t ighten
the fuont and rear shackle bolts and lock the nuts.

,.1
p

SECTION H9 -  SHOCK DAMPERS

o

Description and Operation

The front and rear shock dampers are similar in
construction and operate on the same principle. A
horizontal piston assembly operates in a cylinder
maintained full of oil. The oil is displaced from one
end of the cylinder to the other through a hole dri l led
parallel to the main cylinder and past a spring-loaded
valve. A slow leak passage which by-passes the main
valve is incorporated and the diameter of this passage
is controlled by the position of the slow leak valve.

A solenoid controlled by a switch on the steering

column is fitted to each of thc rear shock dampers
only. On moving the control switch to the 'H'posi-
tion, the solenoid is energised and pushes the slow
leak valve forward in the bore against its spring by
means of a push rod. The diameter of the slow leak
passage is t lrus reduccd and harder'ride'is obtained.

A bleed jet is f itted at each cnd of the cylinder to
bleed any air that nlay be trapped between the ends
of the piston and the cylinder. The piston is made in
two parts held logedlcr by spring-loadcd bolts so that
it clamps on the main piston actuating lever. A
recuperating valve is litted in each end of the piston.

H:5
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Specification

Front Damper S1 cars
Cylinder diameter
Piston diameter
Mainshaft journal diameter
Bush internal diameter (after reaming in position)
Bush external diameter
Bush housing internal diameter
Mainshaft end float

Front Damper - 52 cars

Cylinder diameter
Piston diameter
Mainshaft journal diameter
Bush internal diameter (after reaming in position)
Bush external diameter
Bush housing internal diameter
Mainshaft end float

Rear Damper Sl and 52 cars

Cylinder diameter
Piston diameter

Mainshaft Journals

Large journal diameter
Small journal diameter

Bushes (after reaming in position)

Large bush internal diameter
Small bush internal diameter
Large bush external diameter
Small bush external diameter

Bush Housings

Large bush housing internal diameter
Small bush housing internal diameter

Service Operat ions

Every 10,000 miles the oil level in the front and rear
shock dampers should be checked. Carefully clean all
dirt and grit from fi l ler plug and surrounding area

before removing the plug. Top-up as necessary with

the correct fluid to the bottom threads of the filler
plug orif ice. Cleanliness is essential as small particles

of grit lodging under the main or recuperating valves

will completely destroy the efficiency of the damper.

Bentley Sl, Eentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

l '750 in. + 0 001 in. (44 45 mm. + 0 0254 mm.)
1.749 !n. 0 0005 in. (44.4246 mm. 0.0127 mm.)
0.9995 in. 0.00025 in. (25.3873 mm. - 0.0063 mrn.)
1.000 in. F 0 00025 in. (25 4 mm. + 0 00635 mrn.)
1 1305 in. 0'0005 in. (28 7147 mn. - 0 0127 mm.)
1.125 in. + 0.001 in. (28 575 mm. i 0.0254 mm.)
0.001 in. ro 0.004 in. (0.0254 mm. to 0.1016 mm.)

1.750 in. i 0 001 in. (44'45 mm. + 0.0254 mm.)
1.749 rn. 0.0005 in. (44.4246 mm.. 0.0127 mm.)
1 1245 rn. 0.00025 jn. (28 5623 mm. -- 0.00635 mm.)
1 125 in. I 0 00025 in. (28.575 mm. 1 0.00635 mm.)
l'253 in. - 0.0005 in. (31.8262 mm. 0.0127 mm.)
1.250 in.  + 0.001 in.  (3.175 mm. 10.0254 mm.)
0.001 in. to 0.004 in. (0.0254 mm. to 0.1016 mm.)

1 750 in. i- 0 001 in. (44.45 mm. f 0.0254 mm.)
l.'/49 rn. 0.0005 in. (44.4246 mm. -- 0.0127 mm.)

1 2807 in. 0 0005 in. (32 5298 mm. - 0.0127 mm.)
0 9995 in. * 0.0005 in. (25.3873 mm. - 0.0127 mm.)

1'2812 in. * 0 00 | in. (32 5425 mm. | 0.0254 mm.)
1.000 in. * 0.001 in. (25.4 mm. + 0.0254 mm-)
l'440 in. - 0 0005 in. (36.576 mm. 0.0127 mm.)
1 1587 in.  -  -  0.0005 in.  (29 431 mm. -  0.0127 mm,)

l'4375 in. * 0.001 in. (36.5125 mm. i, 0.0254 mm.)
1 1562 in. + 0.001 in. (29.3675 mm. l, 0 0254 mm.)

Note: The setting of the main and slow leak
valve. and hence the degree of damping. can
only be carried out on a shock damper testing
machine. lt is most important that ifa shock
damper is dismantled for renewal of the main
shaft seals, or for any other reason, that the
main valve cap nut (see Fig. H30) is not
disturbed or the setting wil l be destroyed.
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Fig. H25 Exploded view of front damper - Sl cars

Jp

I .  ADJUSTING WASHER
2. TlAINSHAFT
3, DAMPER LEVER
4, VATVE SEAT PLATE
5. MOUNTING BRACKET
6, VALVE CHAI '1BER

7. 'YELLUI ' , IOID'  JOINT
8. PISTON ASSEI'IBLY

'.  

.VELTUMOID' IOINT
IO. EUSH HOUSING
I I .  RUBBER SEAL

I2.  SEAL RETAINING WAsHER
I] ,  AOIUSTING WASHER
14. TOP COVEA
I5- FILLER PLUG
I6. BLEED IET
t7, 'vELLlJt40lD' ,  JOINT

3

The shock dampers should give long seryice without

attention, but if loss of damping is experienced that
is not attributable to evident leakage, it is recom-

mended tlrat the shock dantper be tenroved and a new

or reconditioned one fitted. when practicable the

shock damper which has been removed should be

returned to the London Service Station, Hythe Road,

or to the Crewe Service Station, Pym's Lane, fbr

reconditioning and t!-r.tt ing.

Front Shock Damper - to remov€

Jack up the car at the front pan, taking care not to

damage tlrc power steering cylinder, Place supports
under the stabil iser rod chassis frame mountjngs so

that the front wheels are clear ofthe ground. Remove

the front wheel from the side concerned and remove

the front coil spring referring to the appropriate

section. Place a suppofiing stand under the front

stub axle and on all cars remove the brake hose
bracket from the damper casing; on Sl cars remove
the chassis lubrication hose bracket. The hoses need

not be disconnected.

On Sl cars, bend the tabs on the locking plates and
remove the two bolts, nuts ard washers securing each
pair of clamps to the slrock damper mainshaft and

upper triangle lever. The clamps cannot be removed
until the shock damper has been released and moved

towards the engine. Unscrew and remove the two

bolts, nuts and washers securing the shock damper
mounting plate to the chassis frame. Unscrew and

remove the mounting bolt at the outer end oftlre shock

dampcr, taking care [ot to misplace the eye for front

spring compression which is f itted between the
mounting bott head and the chassis frame. The shock

damper can now be removed

On 52 cars, bend the tabs on the locking washers

and remove the setscrews securing the clamps to the

upper triangle levers and shock damper mainshaft.

The clamps should be marked so that they can be

re-fitted it. l  the sanre position and to the sane upper

triangle lever from which they were removed Unscrew

and renove the two bolts, nuts and washers securing

the shock damper mounting plate to the chassis frame.

Unscrew and remove the two nuts, heavy duty washers

I l  27
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Fig. H26 Removing the bleed jets

I ,  MOUNT]NG PLATE HELD IN YICE
2. BLEEO JET

and nounting bolts at the outer end of the shock
damper. Care should be taken not to misplace the
eye for the front spring compression which is f itted
between the mounting bolt heads and the chassis
frame. The shock damper can now be removed.

Mainshaft  Oi l  Seals -  to renely

Sl cars

The mainshaft oil seals are made of rubber and are
held in the bush housings on each side of the shock
damper by an aluminium washer which is a press fit
on the mainshaft. The rubber seals may be renewed
as follows without dismantling the shock damper.

Plise off and discard the retaining washers and
rubber seals. The new rubber seals should be fitted
dry, but a l itt le 'Palrrolive' grease may be srneared
on the inside diameter of the seal to ease the fitt ing of
the seal over the mainshaft. Tap the rubber seal into
its housing with a blunt drift and fit a new retaining
washer over the mainshaft. Tap the retaining washer
up to the rubber scal with a holiow drift placed over
the mainshaft.

52 cars

The mainshaft oil seals are made of rubber and are
held in the bush housings on each side of the shock

Bentley Sl, Eentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

damper by a brass retaining ring which is pressed into
position. It wil l be necessary to remoye the bush
housings as follows for the renewal ofthe rubber seals.

Unscrew and remove the four nuts and spring
washers securing each bush housing to the damper
casing and withdraw the bush housings. The bush
housings should be marked so that they can be fitted
to the same side of the shock damper. Prise out and
discard the rubber seal from each bush housing but
do not disturb the brass retaining ring. Fit a new
rubber seal into the recess behind the brass retaining
ring on each of the bush housings. The rubber seals
should be fitted dry but a l itt le 'Palmolive' grease may
be smeared on the inside diameter of the seals to ease
the fitting of the bush housings over the mainshaft.
It is advisable that the rubber sealing rings fitted on
the spigot diameter of the bush housings are also
renewed before fitting the bush housings to the shock
damper casing.

After renewing the oil sea1s, slide the bush housings
onto the mainshaft and flt the spring washers and
securing nuts.

Front Shock Damper - to dismantle

Note: When dismantling, the shock damper
body should not be directly clamped in a vice.
A sui table posir ion for  c lamping is the
mounting plate or the squared ends of the
mainshaft.

Remove the fil ler plugs and drain out the oil.
Unscrew and remove the nuts and plain washers
securing the top cover and then remove the cover;
the 'Vellumoid' joint should be discarded. Unscrew
and remove the four nuts and spring washers securing
each of the bush housings to the shock damper casing
and mark the bush housings to ensure that they can
be re-fitted to the same side of the damper casing from
which they were removed. Remove the split pin, nut
and pinch bolt from the damper lever and drive out
the mainshaft from one side; one bush housing will
remain on the mainshaft. Collect the two end float
adjusting washers and remove the other housing from
the damper casing.

Remove the damper lever by levering with a short
rod as shown in Figure H28. Unscrew and remove the
four nuts and washers securing the mounting bracket
to the shock damper casing and remove the mounting
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bracket, valve chamber and valve seat plate; collect

the oil that has not been drained. The two'Vellumoid'
joints, one fitt ing between the casing and the valve

seat plate and the other between the valve seat plate

and valve chamber, should be discarded. Extract the
piston assembly.

Note: Further dismantling of the valve
chamber should not be undertaken, as any

disturbance of the main valve cap wil l affect
the damper poundage which can only be re-
set on a shock damper testing machi| ' le. The
valve chamber is identical with that for the
rear shock dampers except that a blanking
plate is f itted over the aperture for the
solenoid.

I  nspect ion

Thoroughly clean all parts. The joint edges are
painted on init ial assembly with 'Osotite' wJrich nray
be removed with methylated spirits; it is not soluble in
paraflin. Check the cylinder bore for scoring or
abrasions; if necessary the cylinder bore may be
cleaned up with fine emery cloth but if deeply scored it
should be renewed. The indentation at the centre of
the bottom of the cylinder bore acts as a grit trap and
is a feature of the design. Check that the recuperating
valve in each ofthe piston assemblies is seating cot-
rectly, by pouring a l itt le paraffin/oil mixture into the
boring for the valve; if the mixture leaks away the
spring-loaded valve is not s€ating and the piston

assembly should be renewed.

Check that the bushes are a tight f it in the bush
housings and if not, renew both the bush and the
housing. The bushes are pressed into the housings,
reamed in position, and can be supplied as an assembly.
Check the bores of the bushes for wear and renew if
necessary.

Remove any burrs from the joint faces and renew
all the 'Vellumoid' joints. It is essential that the
correct 'Vellumoid' joints are used because joints of
incorrect thickness wil l alter the setting ofthe vaive.
Blow out the bleedjets with compressed air.

On early Sl cars renew the mainshaft oil seals
and seal retaining washers and on late Sl cars
also renew the rubber sealing rings fitted on the
bush housing spigots.

Fig. H27 R€moYing thc mainshaft

I .  DAMPER LEVER 2. I4AINSHAFT

On 52 cars renew llre mainshaft oil seals and the
rubber sealing rings fittcd on the bush housing spigots.
The brass retaining rings for the n.rainshaft oil seals
should not be renewed unless badly danaged.

Front Shock Damper - to assemble

It is essential that all parts are assernbled in a
scrupulously c lcan condi t ion.  The internal  paf ts

should be lubr icated with one of the approved lubt i -
cants and all nuts should be tightened to the torque
figures given in the table.

The assembly procedure is the reverse of that used
for dismant l ing.  not ing thc lo l lowing points.

Where rubber sealing rings are not f itted as standard
pafis on the bush housing spigots, it wil l be necessary
to smear 'Wellseal' or a similar jointing compound
on the joint faces.

The piston assenrbly is reversible on most front
shock dampers, but on late 52 cars a tapered pistotl
was introduced and replaced one ofthe paralleJ pistons
in the piston assembly. This piston assembly may
only be fitted with the tapered piston facing the blind
end of the casing and the parallel piston facing the
valve chamber end. The tapered piston may be identi-
f ied by the number 378 stamped on the face and shock
dampers fitted with this tapered piston nay be
identif ied by a spot of blue paint on the casing. When
renewal of the parallel piston at the blind end of

c
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the casing becomes necessary a tapered piston may
be fitted; a spot of blue paint should be painted on
the damper casing for ident i t icat ion purposes.

When fitt ing the piston assembly the small bar
between the two halves must be at the bottom.
New 'Vellumoid' joints should be used throughout.

The damper lever should be inserted in thc piston
assembly so that the head of the pinch bolt is towards
the valve chamber. A new split pin should be used to
lock the pinch bolt nut in position.

Afler assembly, f i l l  up the shock damper with the
correct f luid, bleed the air by pumping the damper
with a slave arm fitted to the mainshaft and top-up
as necessary.

Paint the edges of all the joints with 'Osotite' and
check the joints for leaking by chalk testing.

Front Shock Damper -  to instal l

Installation of the shock damper is the reverse of
the procedure used for the removal. Note that the
shock damper mounting plate should be secured to the
outer side of the mounting plate welded to the chassis
frame on Sl cars and to the engine side on 52 cars.

FiI all the mounting bolts, washers ard nuts but do
not fully t ighten the bolts: it is most important that
the mounting bolt(s) positioned vertically through
the chassis frame securing the base of the shock
dampel to the chassis frame are fully t ightened before
tightening the mounting plate bolts.

Note: After re-fitt ing the shock damper
to the chassis frame it is important that the
steering geometry is re-set to the specifica-
tions given in'Front Suspension Data'.

Rear Shock Damper -  to remove

Position a jack under the diflerential box and jack
up the car unti l the rear wlreels are clear of the ground.
Place stands under tire axle tubes and remove the rear
wheel frorn the side concerned. Disconnect the shock
damper operating arm from the side l inks on the rear
axle housing by removing the split pin and unscrewing
and removing the through bolt and nut. Disconnect
the electrical connections to the solenoid, unscrew
and remove the two mounting bolts, washers and nuts
and remove the shock damper from the chassis frame.

Beotley Sl, Sentley 52 ond Bentley Continental 52

Rear Shock Damper - to dismantle

Note: When dismantling, the shock damper
body should not be clamped directly in a vice.
A suitable point for clamping during pre-
liminary dismantling is the operating arm.

Remove the l i l ler plug and drain the oil, Unscrew
and remove the four nuts and plairr washers securing
the top cover, l i ft off the top cover and discard the
'Vel lumoid'  jo int .

Unscrew and remove the two nuts and plain washers
securing the solenoid to the valve chamber and remove
the solenoid, rubber sealing ring and the push rod.
Unscrew and remove the four nuts and plain washers
securing the valve chamber and valve seat plate to
the shock damper casing, remove the valve chamber
and valve seat plate and collect the remainder of the
oil wltich wil l not have drained. The 'Vellumoid'
joints, one between the valve seat plate and damper
casing and the other between the valve seat plate
and valve chamber, should be discarded.

Note: Further dismantling of the valve
chamber should not be undertaken as any
disturbance of the main valve cap nut
wil l affect the damper poundage which can
only be re-set on a shock damper testing
machine.

Unscrew and remove the four nuts and plain
washers securing the bush housing to the shock
damper casing on the opposite side to the operating
arm. Remove the bush housins and collect the end

Fig. H28 Removing the damper leyer
I .  DAMPER LEVER
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float adjusting washer and the 'Vellumoid' joint,

the joint being applicable to early Sl cars only.

Remove the split pin from the damper lever pinch

bolt, unscrew the nut and withdraw the pinch bolt.
With the aid of an aluminium drift, drive out the
mainshaft and operating arm assembly. Remove the
remaining bush housing by unscrewing and removing

the four nuts and plain washers and then collect
the end ffoat adjusting washer; the 'Vellumoid' joint

fitted to early 51 cars only should be discarded.
Remove the damper lever by levering with a short rod
as shown in Figure H28. Extract the piston assembly
and remove the two bleed jets.

Inspect ion

Thoroughly clean all parts. The joint edgcs are
painted on init ial assernbly with 'Osotite' and this
may be removed with methylatcd spirits; it is not
soluble in paraffin.

Check the cylinder bore for scoring or abrasionsl if
necessary the cylinder bore may be cleaned up with
fine emery cloth but if deeply scored it should be
renewed. The indentation at the ccntre of the cylinder
bore acts as a grit trap and is a feature of the design.
Check that the recuperating valve in each end of the
piston assembly is seating colrectly by pouring a l itt le
paraffin/oil mixture into the boring for the valve;
if the mixture leaks away the spring-loaded valve is
not seating and the piston assembly should be
renewed.

Check that the bushes are a tight f it in the bush
housings and if not, renew both the bush and the
housing. The bushes are pressed into the housings.
reamed in position and can be supplied as an assembly.

Check the bores of the bushes for wear and renew if

necessary.

Remove any burrs from the joint faces and renew

all the 'Vellumoid' joints. lt is essential that the correct
'Vellumoid' joints are used because joints of incorrect

thickness wil l alter the setting of the valve. Blow out
the bleed jets wi th compressed air .

Renew the mainshaft oil seal on all rear shock
dampers. and also, on late Sl and 52 cars, renew tl ' lc
rubber sealing rings fitted on the bush housing

spigots-

Check the operation of the solenoid by connecting
across a twelve volt battery; the plunger should
protrude as the circuit is closed.

Rear Shock Damper - to assemble
It is essential that all parts are assembled in a

scrupulously clean condition. The internal parts
should be lubricated with one of the approved
lubricants and all r 'ruts should be tightened to the
torque figures given in the table.

Insert thc piston assembly into the cylinder borc;
note tirat the piston assembly is reversible and may be
fitted either end flrst, but the small bar between the
two halves must be at the bottom. Insert the damper
lever so that the head of the pinch bolt wil l face the
valve chamber and push it into position between the
two halves of the piston assembly.

Fit the rubber seal onto the mainshaft assembly;
the seal should be fitted dry but a l itt le 'Palnrolive'
grease may be smeared on the inside edge to ease the
entry of the mainshaft. Fit the bush housing to the
mainshaft assembly pressing the rubber seal into
position with a blunt drift. On early Sl cars, new
'Vellumoid' joints coated with 'Wellseal' should be
fitted between the bush housings and the damper
casing. On late Sl and all 52 cars, new rubber sealing
rings should be placed over each of the bush housing
spigots; this seal locatcs in an annular groove in the
shock damper casing and no joint is required.

On all rear shock dampers, f it the Iarge bore
adjusting washer to the mainshaft assembly and fit the
bush housing and mainshaft assembly to tlre shock
damper casing. Fit the srrall bore adjusting washer
and the bush housing to the otl ler side of the damper
casing. Fit the pinch bolt to the damper lever. t ighten
the nut and lock in posi t ion using a new spl i t  p in.
Fit the two bleed jets and thc top cover.

Fit the valve seat plate and the valve chanrber
using new 'Vellumoid' joirlts between each of these
parts; note that the joint with the centre cut out
should be positioned between the valve seat plate and
the shock damper casing. Fit a new rubber sealing
ring to the valve chamber and fit the solenoid with the
leads facing towards the sllock damper casing. Tlre
solenoid is sealed with'Sclastik'under the rubber cap
and if i t becomes necessary to renew the 'Selastik'
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ensure that the hole in the cover through which the
lcq, l  c cmFrdF i .  <eelF. ]

After assembly, fill up the shock damper with the
correct f luid, bleed the air by pumping with the
operatjng arm and top-up as necessary. Paint the
edges of all the joints with 'Osotite' and check tlre
jo in ls for  Jeaking b1 chalk lest int

Rear Shock Damper -  to instal l

On early Sl cars, the 'Silentbloc' bushes retained in
the shock damper operating arms and in the brackets
welded to both axle tubes have occasionally collapsed
due to excessive torque tightening of the clamping

Bentley Sl, Bentley 52 ond Bentley Continentol 52

bolts. New 'Silentbloc' bushes with thicker section
centre tubes have been produced for renewal purposes
and parts of the old bush assembly are no longer
available. If either of the thin section centre tube
'Silentbloc' bushes are to be renewed it wil l be neces-
sary to renew both the bushes and to fit thicker section
centre tube 'Silentbloc' bushes; this wil l also neces-
sitate the littjng of new side links and clamping bolts.

On all cars, the installation procedure is the reverse
of that used for the removal. The ciamping bolts
through the 'Silentbloc' bushes should be tightened
and locked using new split pins after the car has been
lowered to the ground and the suspension has adopted
its normal ride position.
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l .  vELLUt '10tD' , lotNT
2. BUSH HOUSING
3. ADIUSTING WASHER
4, 'VELLU14OID'JOINT
5- 'VELLUMO D' JOINT
6. PINCH BOLI

Fig. f{29 Exploded view of rear damper

7, VALVE SEAT PLATE
8. VELLUI ' lOtD lOtNT
9. VALVE CHAIYBER

IO, SOLENOIO UNIT
II ,  PISTON ASSEI ' IBLY

I2,  ADJUSTING WASHER
I3. BUSH HOUSING
i4. RUBBER SEAL
I5.  OPERATING ARI '1
46. TOP COVER
17. BLEED IET
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The Valve Chamber

Although stripping of this unit is not recommended
as the shock damper poundage can only be re-set
accurately with a shock damper testing machine, a
few notes are included in this section so that the
operation of the shock damper may be more easily
understood.

The siow leak valve has a groove machjned at its
centre which in the normal ride position l ies opposite
a small transyerse dril l ing in the valve bore. This
dril l ing lblms the slow leak passage. On moving the
switch on the steerjng column, the solenoid is energised
and a plunger moves out to push the valve forward in
the bore against spring pressure by means of a push
rod. The diameter ofthe slow leak is thus reduced and
subsequently the ride is stiffened up. A range of
valves with grooves of differing widths is available
and the slow Ieak poundage is set by seleclive fitt ing
of the valve. Minor adjustments may be made by
varying the length of the push rod.

Any grit or foreign matter in the shock damper
may cause the slow leak valve to stick in its bore.
The assembly may be removed for cleaning but it is
most important that the yalve be re,fitted in the bore
the same way round as the groove may not be exactly
central.

The main valve is adjusted by selective fitting of the
adjusting washer under the valve spring, a thicker
washer increasing the spring poundage to stiffen the
ride and vice versa. The adjusting washers under the
valve head are selected by measurement to give the
correct valye seating. Tightening the cap nut wil l
cause thc aluminium sealing washer to collapse and
will increase the damper poundage; it is therefore
recommended that this nut is not disturbed.

The valve spring s.hould normally be set to exert a
pressure of 6;f lb. (30 58 kg.) on the nrain valve. The

/ '

Fig. H30 Exploded view of valve chamber
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8. AD]USTING WASHER

'.  
ALUI, I INIUM WASHER

IO, CAP NUT
II ,  SLOW LEAK VAIVE
I2, SPRING
I3, ALU14INIUI. ,1 WASHER
I4, CAP NUT

operating length of the spring to give this pressure is
0422 in.  (107188 mm.) and i t  is  essent ia l  that  th is
dimension is set  accurately.  Adecreaseof only00l0in.
(0 254 mm.) in this dimension can have the effect of
increasing the work done by the shock damper by
about 50 per cent. On no account should the spring
operating length be reduced below 0.422 in. (10 7188
mm.) as severe damage may resulr

I .  SOLENOID UNIT
2, RUBBER SEAI
3. PUsH ROO
], VALVE CHAI1BER
5. AOJUSTING WASHERS
6, T1AIN VALVE ASSE'.1BLY
7, VALVE SPRING
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CHAPTER H

SUSPENSION

SECTION H 1-FRONT SUSPENSION

FRONT SUSPENSION DATA

52 cars
(Page H 1 in Workshop Manual)

For 53 cars, castor angle to rcad | '  positivc.

SECTION H 6

Upper and lower t r iangle levers and for use rv i rh the l ighter sre€r ing Inrroduced on S- l
stub axle yokes 52 cars cars lnd are not intcrchangeable wi th the r t lb dxle

(Page H 17 in Workshop Manual)  v.kes f i t ted on sl  and s2 cars '

The stub axle yokes l i t ted on Sl  cars arc nrachin," 'd to The remaining rnformat ion in th is Chapter which
provide a castor angle of I po'itivr:. I 'hcsc yokcs a.c applies to 52 cars is also applicable to SJ cars
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